In times of climate change, victims are
faced with limited acceptance for visas to
enter locations with better living
conditions due to high desirabilities. GMM
speculates on a future corporation that
provides higher cost alternatives for
migration based on your personal value.

Global Migration Market
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Bangkok, flood

Las Vegas, drought

Burut Aromdee, M
Asian, Buddhist
Lower Class

Lorine Smith, F
Caucasian, Christian
Upper Class

Global Migration Market is a
platform that allows migrants to buy
packages to destinations with safer
climates. Through a quick profiling of
the individual matched with their
desired migration location, GMM can
determine their acceptance level and
migration methods available to them.

3.
Pick Migration
Method

what your available packages are
based on your value to destination

where you’re selling yourself to
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Health

why this?

“migration, new
form of adaptation”

Escort Guarantor

1.
Select Migration
Destination

how much you’re worth based on
race, religion, etc.

Every year, billions of dollars are spent
in the black market allowing desperate
individuals to escape for a better life. In
our future, the government enables
this as a registered corporation, as it
contribute huge sums to taxes.

Farha Wahab, F
Asian, Muslim
Lower Class

Identity Upgrade

Basic Visa

what is
GMM?

Jakarta, flood

Our project emphasizes the reality of
racial profiling and discrimination
faced by migrants and refugees
currently. The exposure of one’s
personal attributes, then labelled with a
value, explicitly illustrates the privilege
constructed through race, religion, etc.
Even in critical times of humanity,
money and social ideologies still
remain a priority.

Basic Visa

Government-issued and approved
standard visa ($)

Enhanced
Security Visa

Bribery involved in securing visa
issue and approval ($$)

Identity
Upgrade

Forgery of documents to strengthen
acceptance into destination ($$)

Escort
Guarantor

Human smuggling alternative to
ensure guarantee to destination ($$$)

Premium
Escort
Guarantor

Human smuggling alternative to
ensure higher guarantee to destination
and integration assistance ($$$)

